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plot values on a temperature-entropy diagram, based on the equation (see Chap. II)
<P = cp(log 6 + constant),
in which cp is expressed in joules per degree per unit mass of dry air.
Figure 77 is a tephigram (the heavy line) of a balloon sounding made at Groesbeck, Texas, noon, Oct. 15, 1927. The abscissas are the actual temperatures of the air counted from —273° C.; or on what Sir Napier calls the tercentesimal scale, and the ordinates are the potential temperatures on the same scale with one bar, or 106 dynes per square centimeter, as the base pressure. The spacing of the ordinates is logarithmic, to reduce to a minimum the computations required by the entropy equation. The curved full lines are pseudoadiabats, and, therefore, irreversible for saturated air. Dry adiabats are horizontal. The curved broken lines indicate pressure of saturated air in terms of millibars or 103 dynes per square centimeter. The dotted lines indicate the number of grams of water vapor necessary to saturate 1 kilogram of dry air. The entropy is counted from 100°, same scale. All the above is the prepared base on which the actual state of the atmosphere, at a given time and place, as shown by observations, may be graphically represented.
Dry air is stable wherever the graph slopes up, on the way to lower pressure; unstable where it slopes down. Saturated air is stable only where the slope of the graph is steeper than the pseudoadiabat; where it is less steep, saturated air may spontaneously rise. The area enclosed by a pseudoadiabat, and the graph between any starting point and their next point of intersection, is proportional to the degree of instability, or energy per unit mass of saturated air available for convection from the lower to the higher of the two given levels (greater and less pressures), when the graph lies below the pseudoadiabat; and when it lies above, to the degree of stability, or energy per unit mass of saturated air at the lower level needed to bring it into equilibrium with that at the upper; similarly, for the area enclosed between the graph and a dry adiabat.
If the humidity is known, that, also, can be added to the graph by a dot, say, on each isobaric curve at the dew-point temperature, and the chart thus made applicable to air in any state. This adds much information: for instance, the quantity line (dotted) through any point on the dew-point graph (heavy dotted line) intersects the pseudoadiabat through the corresponding point of the tephigram at that height (pressure) at which air, rising adiabatically from the given lower level, would become saturated and begin to form cloud.
These are not all the uses of the tephigram, but enough to illustrate the great amount of information it contains in a most compact and legible form.

